• Fully modernized training and sustainment capabilities facilitate year-round military development across Warfighting Functions
• DATE training approach aligned with broader Army vision for future of military training and development
• Modernized Mission Command/Training capabilities align USMA with modern Army approaches to training and enable exposure to current and anticipated warfighting doctrine (multi-domain operations, large-scale combat operations, dense urban warfare, etc.)
• L/V/C training and education environments enable exposure to current and future operating environments and TTPs
• Integrated ranges and planned UAS capabilities enable integration of academic/research efforts
• Enable expanded, year-round integration with ROTC, as well as exposure to operating with Guard/Reserve elements

**Mission Command Training Center**
- Joint Task-Force/CST Operations C2 node
- Simulation and mission support capability with L/V/C/AR training environments
- Networked with ranges, Wash Hall
- Integrated weapons and skills trainers
- "Boot in" capable for external simulators
- Year-round capable

**Sustainment Facilities**
- Sustainment warehousing
- Networked
- Year-round capable

**Enhanced Performance Facility**
- Holistic health and fitness
- Performance enhancement
- Year-round capable

**Camp Buckner**
- Battalion Task Force Operational Readiness Training Center at Natural Bridge
  1) Provides a unit-ready facility that a Task Force can readily occupy with minimal overhead
  2) Standard Army design enables summer Task Forces (deployed here for 4-5 months) to sustain unit readiness levels while executing their Cadet Summer Training mission
  3) For the other 8 months of the year, it provides a facility that can be used to accommodate year-round training for:
    - USMA companies/battalions
    - Regional ROTC detachments
    - NYARNG and Reserve unit training
    - Local, state, and federal agencies
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- Integrated ranges and planned UAS capabilities enable integration of academic/research efforts
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**LONG-TERM PLAN:**
Phase 1 addresses camps; follow-on phases will address (and integrate) ranges and training areas via networked capabilities

**MID-TERM BRIDGE PLAN (R&M):**
- Includes renovation of all barracks at Buckner (this will be a LONG-TERM solution for Buckner Barracks, which will remain expeditionary in nature)
- Key support buildings at Buckner (C2 and sustainment nodes) are bridge efforts to future MILCON plans
- Natural Bridge revitalized in interim to assure QOL and support TF unit readiness